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Professor Ivar Alvik

Petroleum law: introduction

Outline of lecture

• What is petroleum law?

• History, policy and legal framework

• General issues and concerns
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What is «petroleum law»?

• The law relating to exploration for, exploitation of, marketing
and sale of «petroleum»
– Main focus on government regulation – part of «public law»

• What is so special about petroleum?
– Petroleum as a «natural resource» and «energy commodity»

• Upstream and downstream perspective

Upstream activities

• Seismic exploration

• Drilling
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Upstream (cont.) 

• Production 

• Transport to land 

Midstream and downstream activities

• Refining

• Transport

• Marketing and sale 
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Upstream petroleum law – special
concerns
• Valuable natural resource with large wealth potential
• Exploration and exploitation requires large

investments
• Technological challenges and high risk (especially

offshore)
• Environmental consequences

� In short: strong public interests and need for 
intensive government involvement and control
with all aspects of the activities

Petroleum law – scope and actors

• The relationship between the government and oil
companies (licensees/concessionaires)

• The relationship between participating oil companies
in a license

• The relationship between the oil companies and third
parties (liability, consumers)
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Scope of the course

• Main features of Norwegian petroleum law – the 
Norwegian regulatory and concessionary system for 
petroleum activities
– Focus on offshore and upstream activities

• But in perspective: international law relating to 
petroleum activities and alternative regulatory
models

• Downstream issues: marketing and distribution of 
natural gas

Short history and background –
internationally
• First oil well in 1859

– Kerosene used for lighting

• The «oil age» really starts with
the development of the 
combustion engine
– Growth of large, vertically

integrated oil companies
– International expansion to 

secure oil reserves e.g. in the 
Middle East

• Tensions between oil
companies and producing
countries
– Founding of OPEC in 1960  
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Short history – Norway 

• First concessions 1965

• Discovery of Ekofisk 1969

• First production 1971

• Strong government
engagement to secure
national control
– The «10 oil commandments» 

(1971)
– Founding of Statoil as a 

national oil company in 1972
– Statoil privatised 2001 – Petoro

established to manage state
direct interest

«The 10 oil commandments» (St. mld. 
14 June 1971)
1) National supervision and control must be ensured for all operations on the NCS
2) Petroleum discoveries must be exploited in a way which makes Norway independent of others for supply of 

crude oil.
3) New industry shall be developed on the basis of petroleum.
4) The development of an oil industry must take necessary account of existing industrial activities and the 

protection of nature and the environment.
5) Flaring of exploitable gas on the NCS must not be accepted except during brief periods of testing.
6) Petroleum from the NCS must as a general rule be landed in Norway, except in those cases where socio-

political considerations dictate a different solution.
7) The state must become involved at all appropriate levels and contribute to a coordination of Norwegian 

interests in Norway’s petroleum industry as well as the creation of an integrated oil community which sets its 
sights both nationally and internationally.

8) A state oil company will be established which can look after the government’s commercial interests and 
pursue appropriate collaboration with domestic and foreign oil interests.

9) The activities north of the 62nd parallel must be planned to reflect the special socio-political conditions 
prevailing in that part of the country.

10) Large Norwegian petroleum discoveries could present new tasks for Norway’s foreign policy.
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Norway as a petroleum producer today

• Petroleum is Norway’s largest
industry (21,5 % of GDP)

• 3rd largest gas exporter and 
10th largest oil exporter in the 
world

• Current value of government oil
fund approx. 7000 BNOK

• Thriving offshore services and 
supply industry, also
internationally

The legal framework

Norwegian law

• The Norwegian constitution (1814) – e.g. 
§ 97 and § 105, § 112?

• License system based on the Petroleum 
Act (1996)

• Supplemented by underlying regulations, 
e.g. the Petroleum Regulation (1997)

• Standard License and Joint Operating 
Agreement 

• The Petroleum Taxation Act (1975)

International law

• The Law of the Seas - allocation of the 
right to resources and delimitation of 
jurisdiction between states (UNCLOS)

• The relationship between host states and 
foreign oil companies: international law 
protecting foreign investment

• Protection of the environment (UNCLOS, 
OSPAR, the Climate regime)

• EU/EEA regulations on licensing and 
downstream issues

• ECHR – especially protection of property
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General issues: overview

• Ownership to petroleum resources
• Resource management and government

involvement
• Security of investments
• Health, safety and the environment
• Security of supply and consumer interests

Ownership to petroleum resources

• Who owns a natural resource?
– The «rule of capture»
– Private property vs collective interests

• The notion of collective ownership to natural resources
– The principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources as an 

international human right, cf the UN Covenants (CPR/ESCR) article 1

– Norwegian law – The PA § 1-1: 
“The Norwegian State has the proprietary right to subsea petroleum deposits and the exclusive 
right to resource management”

• UNCLOS art 77 – the coastal states sovereign rights over the 
continental shelf
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UNCLOS art 77

1. The coastal State exercises over the continental shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of 
exploring it and exploiting its natural resources.

2. The rights referred to in paragraph 1 are exclusive in the sense that if the coastal State does 
not explore the continental shelf or exploit its natural resources, no one may undertake these 
activities without the express consent of the coastal State.

3. The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not depend on occupation, 
effective or notional, or on any express proclamation.

4. The natural resources referred to in this Part consist of the mineral and other non-living 
resources of the seabed and subsoil together with living organisms belonging to sedentary 
species, that is to say, organisms which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or 
under the seabed or are unable to move except in constant physical contact with the seabed or 
the subsoil.

Resource management

• The collective proprietary interest = requirement for responsible resource
management

– The PA § 1-2 
Resource management of petroleum resources shall be carried out in a long-term perspective for the 
benefit of the Norwegian society as a whole. In this regard the resource management shall provide 
revenues to the country and shall contribute to ensuring welfare, employment and an improved 
environment, as well as to the strengthening of Norwegian trade and industry and industrial 
development, and at the same time take due regard to regional and local policy considerations and other 
activities.

• Justification for strong government involvement and control – at every 
significant stage of the petroleum activities

• The notion of the resource rent as the rationale of the special petroleum tax in 
Norway

• The problem of wealth management 
– The Norwegian oil fund
– Combating corruption – EITI
– The political «rule of conduct»
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Resource management – private participation and 
proprietary interests

• Two different models – contract and concession
– The PSA model

– The licensing-model

• The Norwegian licensing model
– Main license – the Production License PA § 3-3

– But licenses and approvals are required at all significant stages of the activities – the 
«step by step» approach

• Different models of ownership to the produced oil and gas
– The PSA-model – «production sharing»

– The licensing-model – the licensee becomes owner of all produced petroleum (but
subject to taxation or royalties e.g. 50 % petroleum tax in Norway)

Security of investments

• Crucial concern in petroleum – characteristics:
– Field development requires large commercial investments and a long term 

perspective for recovery and gain – predictability and stability as  a  
significant concern

– Strong government and fiscal interests enhance political risk 
– Must be balanced against public interest in resource management and 

maximation of public revenue

• Legally – protection of private rights and investments
– Concern in interpretation of the PA
– General principles of administrative law – protection of established legal 

positions against interference and revision

– The Norwegian constitution§§ 97 and 105
– International law on protection of foreign investment
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Health, safety and the environment

• Characteristics
– Challenges relating to safety and risk of accidents
– But petroleum activies also create foreseeable, «collateral» damage, e.g. 

the climate
– Minimizing risks and external impacts as a key government concern

• Regulatory challenge to interact with complex activities
• Facilitation of good technologies and work processes becomes the primary regulatory aim

• Legal significance
– Constitutional restriction -§ 112?

– Key concern in the license system

– Separate regulatory framework, the Safety regulations, Pollution Act, CO2 tax etc

– International law (UNCLOS, OSPAR, the Climate regime) 

Security of supply and consumer
interests
• Importance of petroleum as an energy commodity

• Consumer interests as the basis of market regulations – the 
EU/EEA regulations as the prime example


